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To resolve the challenges~paradoxes! attending the genesis of quantum theory, Niels Bohr in 1927
proposed a generalization of the conceptual framework of classical physics, termed
complementarity, which posited pairs of classical concepts that could be manifested only in
mutually exclusive experimental arrangements with both needed to embrace the full range of
physical experience. In this context particle–wave complementarity has encountered two major
obstacles;~1! No formulation of it has commanded a general consensus; and~2! empirical evidence
abounds that contradicts the claim of mutual exclusivity of particle and wave properties of quantum
objects in a single experiment. These problems are rooted in the unrestricted scope of this claim. It
is shown that a restricted version of particle–wave complementarity, here called ‘‘which value–
interference’’ complementarity, is consistent with observations, is naturally contained in the
mathematical formalism of quantum theory and, in fact, holds in any representation of quantum
theory defined by the eigenvectors of a complete set of commuting observables, such as the
configuration space position~kinematic! variables or the complementary linear momentum
~dynamic! variables. Thus, thewhich value–interferenceform of particle–wave complementarity
exists within kinematic–dynamic complementarity, a ‘‘layered’’ complementarity, so to speak. It is
hoped that a consistent and valid exposition of particle–wave complementarity will be helpful to
those who find the framework of complementarity useful and appropriate for some purpose.
© 1998 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasingly persuasive evidence for wave–part
duality for matter and radiation and the challenges attend
a deterministic space–time description of atomic proces
prompted Bohr1 in 1927 to propose the framework o
complementarity and Heisenberg to expound upon the un
tainty ~indeterminacy! relations. Heisenberg5–10has provided
several accounts of his involvement with Bohr in these
velopments and has rather extensively discussed Bo
work. Bohr’s account11 of these collaborations with Heisen
berg is brief. Several authors, including Jamme12

Petersen,13 Rosenfeld,14 MacKinnon,16 Mehra,17 Miller,18

and Pais19 have explored these developments in histori
context.
27 Am. J. Phys.66 ~1!, January 1998
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Folse20 has emphasized that Bohr did not promote comp
mentarity as a principle of physics but as a point of view
conceptual framework within which the quantum wor
could be rationally analyzed and understood. Thus it has
been easy to find a clear, succinct statement or definition
complementarity in Bohr’s writings. What probably com
closest to such a definitive statement appears in the Intro
tion to Bohr’s first book of essays on the quantum desc
tion of nature, where he writes:21

... The fundamental postulate of the indivisibility
of the quantum of action ... forces us to adopt a
new mode of description designated ascomple-
mentaryin the sense that any given application
of classical concepts precludes the simultaneous
27© 1998 American Association of Physics Teachers
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use of other classical concepts which in a differ-
ent connection are equally necessary for the elu-
cidation of the phenomenon.

In his celebrated treatise on quantum theory Pauli ech
with somewhat greater specificity this Bohrian statem
about complementarity:22

If ... the use of a classical concept excludes that
of another, we call both concepts~e.g., position
and momentum co-ordinates of a particle!
complementary~to each other!, following Bohr.
We might call modern quantum theory as ‘‘The
Theory of Complementarity’’~in analogy with
the terminology ‘‘Theory of Relativity’’!.

Note that Pauli’s version omits any reference to the need
both complementary concepts for a complete ‘‘elucidation
the phenomenon.’’ This example of canonically conjug
noncommuting variables as complementary concepts
frequently used by Bohr, though cast in somewhat more g
eral language such as the complementarity of space–
description and claims of causality23 or complementarity of
space–time coordination and momentum–ene
conservation.24 In this paper I shall refer to this example o
complementarity as kinematic–dynamic complementar
following Murdoch.25 This example of complementarity ha
a close kinship to the quantitatively expressed Heisenb
uncertainty~indeterminacy! relations.

A second example of complementarity in physics emp
sized by Bohr26 is the complementarity of the particle pictu
and wave picture of phenomena. The purpose of this pap
to explore the nature of this wave–particle complementar
especially its relation to kinematic–dynamic complement
ity. In Sec. II, the way in which Bohr and some of his fo
lowers viewed these issues will be reviewed and in Sec
these issues will be clarified by appeal to the formal struct
of quantum theory. Some implications of the analysis will
drawn in Sec. IV, where limits on the scope of wave–parti
complementarity will be explained.

II. REVIEW OF THE WAVE –PARTICLE,
KINEMATIC –DYNAMIC RELATIONSHIP

On the issue of whether~1! the wave picture is associate
with the kinematic space–time description and the part
picture with the dynamic momentum–energy description
~2! vice versa, i.e., a wave–dynamic, particle–kinematic co
relation, or~3! some other relationship, it is natural to exam
ine the views of Bohr and his followers, who were the prim
movers of the complementarity doctrine. Unfortunately,
consensus will emerge from this examination.

Bohr himself was not very expansive on the issue at ha
However, he did write:27

As regards light, its propagation in space and
time is adequately expressed by the electromag-
netic theory. Especially, the interference phe-
nomenain vacuo and the optical properties of
material media are completely governed by the
wave theory superposition principle. Neverthe-
less, the conservation of energy and momentum
during the interaction between radiation and mat-
ter as evident in the photo-electric and Compton
effect, finds its adequate expression just in the
light quantum idea put forward by Einstein.
28 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 1, January 1998
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This statement suggests that Bohr is advocating position~1!
above, i.e., the wave–kinematic~space–time! and particle–
dynamic~momentum–energy! correlations. In any event, L
Rosenfeld, one of Bohr’s most eloquent spokesmen and c
est collaborators, co-author with him of the Biblical articl
on measurability and complementarity of electromagne
field quantities, adhered to the correlation stated in~1!. He
wrote:28

... Bohr wanted ... to understand the logical na-
ture of the mutual exclusion of the two agents
opposed in the wave–particle dualism. From this
point of view the indeterminacy relations appear
in a new light. The conjugate variables for which
they hold refer, respectively, to the mutually ex-
clusive classical picture centred~sic! on the ide-
alized concepts of particle and wave; to the
former are attached the momentum and energy
variables, to the latter the coordinates of space
and time.

In this passage it is not completely clear whether Rosen
was stating his own or Bohr’s views on the point. He m
well be stating the position of both himself and Bohr sin
they very probably agreed on the matter. Scheibe29 concurs
with the correlation stated by Rosenfeld. Given the cont
of his exposition, he apparently means to express Bo
view, which, as with Rosenfeld, probably agrees with h
own. In a major study of quantum paradoxes, Selleri30 also
adopts the view that the wave picture and particle pict
correlate with the kinematic and dynamic variables, resp
tively.

However, option~2! above, namely, the association of th
kinematic space–time description with the particle pictu
~particle trajectories in space–time! and the momentum–
energy variables with the wave picture~via the de Broglie–
Einstein relationsp5h/l and E5hn, where l and n are
wavelength and frequency, respectively, of the wave! also
has distinguished advocates. A. Pais, who reported31 that he
discussed complementarity with Bohr for ‘‘countless hours
quoted a statement by Bohr:32

The very nature of the quantum theory ... forces
us to regard the space–time coordination@mean-
ing: particle behavior# and the claim of causality
@meaning: wave behavior#, the union of which
characterizes the classical theories, as comple-
mentary but exclusive features of the description
... .

The inserts in brackets were made by Pais as an expres
presumably of Bohr’s position as well as perhaps his own
particle–kinematic and wave–dynamic correlation. This c
relation, option ~2!, is also espoused by Bohm,33 Scully
et al.,34 and Englert.35 This claim of Bohr’s position is obvi-
ously at variance with the claims of the previous paragra

Then there are those who claim that neither option~1! nor
option ~2! stated at the beginning of this section reflec
Bohr’s position. Born reports:36

... I have used the expression ‘‘complementar-
ity’’ to describe the two aspects of rays of light
or matter-particles and waves. But this is not
what Bohr had in mind, as I have learned from
numerous discussions with him. He proposes to
use this expression for two physical situations
produced by experimental arrangements, which
28Wendall G. Holladay
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have the same material object but are intended
for the determination of different ‘‘conjugate’’
properties restricted by the uncertainty relation.
Such arrangements are mutually exclusive and
complementary in this sense, that they define to-
gether all observable features of the object. The
conceptions ‘‘particles’’ and ‘‘waves’’ have no
such complementary character, as in many cases
both are needed~WGH emphasis! for a proper
prediction of observations~the waves giving the
probabilities of finding particles!. One can speak
here about the ‘‘dual’’ aspect of matter.

As the last sentence indicates, Born does not mean to
pense with wave–particle duality but to argue that Boh
idea of complementarity is not applicable to these pheno
ena. Gru¨nbaum37 concurs that:

the terms ‘‘wave-like’’ and ‘‘particle-like’’
should not be used as surrogates forbona fide
complementary parameter values@the conjugate
variables of the Heisenberg principle#.

Murdoch agrees. After an extended discussion of com
mentarity, he concludes.38

I do not believe ... that there is an invariable,
systematic association of one or other of the two
models with either position or momentum mea-
surement operations: wave–particle complemen-
tarity and kinematic–dynamic complementarity
are logically independent notions.

On further analysis, Murdoch comes to doubt that the the
of wave–particle complementarity can be sustained.39

Folse,20 as the title suggests, orients his entire book arou
the concept of complementarity. He deals extensively w
the issue of the correlation between wave–particle
kinematic–dynamic complementarity.40 He does not propose
to jettison wave–particle complementarity completely b
does warn that41

... we must be careful not to attempt any one-to-
one correlation of one type of picture@wave–
particle# with one or the other descriptive modes
@kinematic–dynamic#.

Faye42 assigns to Bohr the position taken by Rosenfeld28 on
the correlation of the complementarities under discuss
and then argues against Bohr’s position on the grounds th43

@in concurrence with Pais31#

... sometimes the wave picture can be ... corre-
lated with the measurement of momentum and
energy, while spatio-temporal measurement is
connected with the particle picture

and concludes44 with Murdoch

... that wave–particle complementarity and
kinematic–dynamic complementarity are logi-
cally distinct notions.

Writing together, Faye and Folse further assert:45

... the connection between wave–particle dual-
ism and the complementarity of kinematic and
dynamic properties remains a problematic issue
both for the analysis of Bohr’s philosophy and
generally for the interpretation of quantum me-
chanics.
29 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 1, January 1998
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The diversity of views documented in this section on t
relation among some of the most foundational concepts
quantum mechanics such as wave–particle dualism, com
mentarity, and the indeterminacy relations is an intrigui
but very troubling aspect of the 70 year old effort to achie
some coherent consensus on these relationships. That
an unseemly condition exists at the conceptual roots of
of the most stunningly successful theories in physics is
acceptable. Fortunately, a simple and straightforward rem
exists for reconciling these diverse positions, as Sec. III de
onstrates.

III. WAVE –PARTICLE COMPLEMENTARITY
WITHIN KINEMATIC –DYNAMIC
COMPLEMENTARITY

A clue to the remedy just mentioned is found in the wo
of Scully et al.,35 who analyze the complementarity atten
ing the designation of the path taken by a quantum entity~in
their case an excited Rydberg atom! through double slits.
They show that such a path designation~no matter how deli-
cate!, which they call ‘‘Welcher-Weg’’ or ‘‘which path’’ in-
formation, is sufficient to destroy the interference pattern t
would otherwise occur at the detection screen where the
paths meet. Complementarity is manifested in this situat
by the appearance of interference phenomena~wave-like! if
there is no specification of which path~slit! the quantum
entity traversed; but, if the path is designated~particle-like!,
the interference disappears.

Moreover, thiswhich path–interferencecomplementarity
occurs with the double-slit arrangement rigidly in place, d
fining spatial coordination of the phenomenon in the sens
Bohr,46 i.e., within the kinematic mode of description. But
quantum theory, the kinematic–dynamic complement
modes of description stand on a similar footing, so tha
definite value–interferencecomplementarity should exist fo
the dynamic mode of description, the change in terminolo
from ‘‘which path’’ to ‘‘definite value’’ being occasioned by
the fact that the ‘‘which path’’ designation for space–tim
kinematic description is not too appropriate for the dynam
mode. Henceforth, we shall refer to this form of compleme
tarity as definite value–interference or which value–
interferencecomplementarity. This form of complementarit
seems to have meaning only within a representation of qu
tum mechanics defined by the eigenvectors of a complete
of commuting physical observables, such as the complem
tary kinematic or dynamic variables.

All of this is consistent with and contained within th
standard formalism of quantum theory, as will now be
forth.47 In this formalism the state of an object is represen
by a unit vectorucs& in the Hilbert spaceHs of the object
system. This vector may be written as a superposition of
eigenvectorsuq& of a complete set of commuting observabl
of the object, i.e.,

ucs&5(
q

uq&^qucs&, ~1!

the sum being an integral for any set of the eigenvalues
are continuous. The probability of a particular eigenvalueoi

of some physical quantityOs of the object system is

Prob of oi5Tr )oi
rs5u^oi ucs&u2, ~2!
29Wendall G. Holladay
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wherePoi is the projection operatoruoi&^oi u on the eigen-
state uoi&,rs is the density operatorucs&^csu for the state
ucs&, and Tr means the trace of the product operatorPoirs .
The insertion of the expansion Eq.~1! for ucs& into Eq. ~2!
leads to

Prob of oi5 (
q,q8

^oi uq&^oi uq8&* ^qucs&^q8ucs&* , ~3!

in which appear cross terms withqÞq8 corresponding to
interference characteristic of wave behavior associated
superposition of amplitudes as in Eq.~1!.

If eachuq& state is specifically and distinctively identified
which can be indicated by labeling eachuq& with a vector
uLq& in the Hilbert spaceHL of the labeling or identifying
system, i.e., eachuq&⇒uq& ^ uLq&, then

ucs&→ucsL&5(
q

uq& ^ uLq&^qucs&, ~4!

whereucsL& is an entangled state in the product Hilbert spa
uHs& ^ uHL& of the object and labeling system. Then, t
probability of the eigenvalueoi for the physical quantityOs
of the object system is

Prob of oi5Tr PoirsL , ~5!

wherersL5ucsL&^csLu.
The insertion ofucsL&, Eq. ~4!, into Eq.~5! and the calcu-

lation of the trace result in

Prob of oi5(
qq8

^qucs&^oi uq&

3^oi uq8&* ^q8ucs&* ^LquLq8&. ~6!

By the requirement that the statesuq& be distinctively la-
beled,^LquLq8&5dq, q8, and

Prob of oi5(
q

u^oi uq&u2^qucs&u2, ~7!

and the interference terms have disappeared, characteris
a situation in which the object systemS has definite values
q, each with probability5u^qucs&u2, a particle-like picture
complementary to the wave-like interference among the
ferent nonlabeleduq& states in Eq.~3!.

What has been set forth here in theq representation can b
done equally well in any other representation defined by
eigenvectors of a complete set of commuting observables
that, if the uq& states are associated with the position va
ables in configuration space, a set of results analogou
Eqs. ~1!–~7! holds, for example, for the conjugate mome
tum statesup&. However, the terminology particle–wav
complementarity orwhich path–interferencecomplementar-
ity for the situation represented by Eq.~7! and Eq.~3!, re-
spectively, while appropriate for the position space repres
tation, should generally be replaced by the terminolo
‘‘definite value–interference’’ or ‘‘which value–
interference’’ complementarity, for any basis other than t
defined by the configuration space position variables.

According to this analysis, we see that there is adefinite
value–interferenceor which value–interferencecomplemen-
tarity within any representation~or basis set of eigenvectors!
in quantum theory, within which the basis vectors may
distinguished or labeled by vectors in the Hilbert space of
30 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 1, January 1998
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labeling system. Thus there should be, in principle, adefinite
value–interference complementarity within each of the
complementary kinematic–dynamic or space–tim
momentum–energy modes of descriptions~I am ignoring the
well-known problem that time is not really a conjugate va
able!, a layeredcomplementarity, so to speak.

Most of the relevant concrete examples involvewhich
path–interferencecomplementarity in the kinematic space
time mode of description such as two-path arrangements
Young’s double-slit experiment.48 Scully and co-workers34,35

have discussed extensively one such example and have
vided references to several others. It would be desirable
have empirical examples ofwhich value–interference
complementarity for the dynamic momentum–energy sta
but unfortunately this author has not been able to iden
any.

Section IV examines some consequences of this laye
complementarity, i.e., ofwhich value–interferencecomple-
mentarity ~a surrogate for particle–wave complementari!
within kinematic–dynamic complementarity.

IV. CONSEQUENCES OF LAYERED
COMPLEMENTARITY

We can see that neither the assignment to Bohr
Rosenfeld28 ~and adopted by others29,30! of a wave–
kinematic and particle–dynamic complementarity correlat
nor the assignment to Bohr by Pais32 ~also supported by
others33–35! of a particle–kinematic~trajectories in space–
time! and wave–dynamic@p5h/l, E5hn# correlation com-
pletely captures the range of possibilities that seem to oc
both in nature and in the quantum formalism. For examp
whereas Rosenfeld allows for wave interference in spa
time and for objects with specified values of momentum a
energy, his position does not embrace objects with wh
path characteristics in space–time. While Pais’s position
lows for the latter, it does not embrace the former~wave
interference in space!.

Layered complementarity is not restricted in these wa
In the kinematic~space–time! mode of description, waves
can interfere in space–time~contra Pais! but labeling the
paths destroys interference and provides which path desi
tion ~contra Rosenfeld!. Momentum and energy are neede
to complete the description.

Thus as Murdoch,38 Folse,41 Faye,43 and Faye and Folse45

argue, there is no simple one-to-one correlation of the wa
particle picture with the kinematic–dynamic descripti
modes, but layered complementarity withdefinite value–
interferencecomplementarity within both kinematic and dy
namic modes seems to do justice to the range of possibili

Furthermore, as discussed in Sec. II, Born36 and
others37–39stand ready to jettison particle–wave compleme
tarity altogether, partly on grounds that in some situatio
both are neededfor an explanation of what happens. Th
latter is true but it is possible, perhaps even desirable
retain both this truthand particle–wave complementarity in
the form of which value–interferencecomplementarity dis-
cussed here. This will now be explained.

There are, in fact, several aspects of the explanation. F
there are several examples of phenomena that disagree
the general tenet of wave–particle complementarity, i.e.,
general prohibition of simultaneous wave–particle behav
30Wendall G. Holladay
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but that are compatible with the more restrictedwhich
value–interference complementarity discussed here. He
are some of them:

~1! Nothing in the analysis presented here precludes
simultaneous kinematic manifestation of a ‘‘which path
designation along with some kind of wave behavior oth
than interference, such as occurs in the experiment descr
by Ghose et al.,49 and carried out by Mizobuchi an
Ohtake.50 In this experiment a beam of light of frequencyn
directly shines at normal incidence on one side of a
prism with an index of refraction sufficiently high that th
light undergoes total internal reflection at the hypotenuse
the prism. A nonpropagating exponentially decayingwave
amplitude extends out of the prism at the hypotenuse
space, so that, if the hypotenuse of a second 45° prism
brought into close proximity to the first prism, transmissi
of light across the gap separating the two prisms will oc
with an intensity that depends on the square of the w
amplitude crossing the gap, which in turn depends on
ratio of the gap distance and the wavelength of light. T
light that is not transmitted is reflected. For a weak lig
beam carrying only one photon, the photon may be trans
ted or reflected with relative probabilities that depend on
wave amplitude crossing the gap. Detectors placed in
transmission and reflection paths count the photons in a
coincidence, i.e., a photon transmitted across the gap is
reflected andvice versa, consistent with the concept of ‘‘pho
ton.’’ Thus this experiment demonstrates simultaneously
transmission and reflection of awaveat the gap andparticle
‘‘which path’’ anticoincidence detection in the transmissi
or reflection channel.

The results can be interpreted, as Ghoseet al.49–51 do, as
contradictory to the orthodox tenet of mutual exclusiv
~complementarity! of wave and particle behavior,52 but does
not contradict the more narrowwhich path–interference
complementarity in the kinematic~space–time! description
advocated here, since interference is not a feature of
experiment.

~2! Particle-like objects with specific mass, charge, a
energy tunnel through potential barriers as ina decay of
nuclei or field emission of electrons from metals. In ea
case the Schro¨dinger wave function of the particle penetrat
through the barrier to free space and Born’s doctrine36 of
‘‘The wave giving the probability of finding the particle’
provides the quantitative description for particle leaka
through the barrier. Contrary to orthodoxy, coexisting wa
and particle behavior seems necessary to comprehend
phenomenon, but there is no inconsistency withwhich
value–interferencecomplementarity since interference pla
no role in this process.

~3! The lifetime of spontaneous photon emission dur
transition between energy states of an atom is modified if
atom moves near the face of a wave-reflecting surface.
cording to Selleri.53

... The lifetime phenomenon can be attributed to
stimulation or inhibition of the emissionof the
light quantum~WGH emphasis!, the stimulating
field being the radiation field of the atom capable
of emitting the quantum itself ... it appears virtu-
ally impossible to give any rational explanation
@of the phenomena# in terms of a purely undula-
tory ~or purely corpuscular! description of radia-
tion.
31 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 1, January 1998
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Again the requirement of wave–particle mutual exclusiv
is not met here, but no violation ofwhich value–interference
complementarity occurs, since there is no designation
‘‘which value’’ kinematic quantities to destroy the interfe
ence of the emitted and reflected wave that influences
lifetime of the state.

~4! The Planck formula for the spectrum of blackbod
radiation contains terms reflecting the presence of b
waves~frequencyv! and quanta (E5hv). This is perhaps
most clearly demonstrated by Einstein’s expressions for
mean square energy and momentum fluctuation of radia
at frequencyv from a blackbody at temperatureT.54 These
expressions contain two terms, one based explicitly on
wave characteristics of radiation and the other on a class
gas of molecules or point-like quanta of energyhv
~particle-like!,55 a result inconsistent with the standard do
trine but consistent with the more narrowwhich value–
interferencecomplementarity since neither wave interferen
nor ‘‘which value’’ designation seems relevant in this situ
tion.

Another advantage of the point of view espoused h
about which value–interferencecomplementarity and the
‘‘both are needed’’ doctrine~i.e., the concomitant appear
ance of both wave and particle properties! of Born comes
from the realization that substantial interference can oc
among states with only a slight departure from distinct
‘‘which value’’ identification, as Wooters and Zurek show.56

Moreover, the extent of wave and particle properties can
quantified57 for this which value–interference form of
particle–wave complementarity analogous to the quantify
by the Heisenberg indeterminacy relations of kinemati
dynamic complementarity, an opportunity that does not e
for the apparently incorrect orthodox claim of gene
particle–wave complementarity.

V. SUMMARY

It is clear from the empirical evidence discussed in Sec.
that the orthodox position on particle–wave complementa
that generally prohibits simultaneous wave and particle
havior in a single experiment is too broad in scope58 and
violates a number of observations. It is thus not too surp
ing that a diversity of views as to the nature of particle–wa
complementarity came to exist. It is further not surprisi
that the more restrictedwhich value–interferenceform of
particle–wave complementarity agrees with the empiri
evidence, since it is rooted in the formal structure of qua
tum theory which has an unparalleled record of succes
accounting for the behavior of the microworld. Further cre
ibility would accrue to this more limited concept of particle
wave complementarity if some clear, cogent examples
which value–interferencecomplementarity could be identi
fied outside thewhich path–interferenceexamples that exis
within the kinematic~space–time! mode of description, such
as examples involving dynamic variables.

Finally, since whatever truth about nature embraced by
concept of complementarity seems to reside within the f
mal structure of quantum theory, the concept seems disp
able for physics,59 and many physicists have largely ignore
it in their work, finding interest in it only as a historical reli
in guiding Bohr and some of his colleagues in the monum
tal achievement of the early development of quantum theo
However, the concept still has currency in some quart
including with authors of physics textbooks. Thus it shou
31Wendall G. Holladay
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be used and explained correctly. This paper seeks to pro
a valid elucidation of complementarity for those who fin
some relevance in, and need for, it.
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